Special diet cakes
A little something about our bakery first. According to law we are not allowed to call any
of our products gluten free, because we bake in a bakery where we use wheat. We can
however refer to items as “flourless”. All cakes are prepared in a bakery where we use
peanuts, tree nuts, soy, wheat, eggs & dairy products.
1.

Flourless dark chocolate cake
Dense, rich dark chocolate cake with a macaron crust dusted with cocoa
powder.
15cm round @ R450 *+/-10
24cm round @ R650 *+/- 25
Take note: This cake has no flour but contains sugar, eggs and dairy
products.

2.

Chocolate & hazelnut vegan cake
Delicious and moist chocolate cake that has no animal products. Decorated
with toasted hazelnuts, absolutely delicious!
15cm round @ R640 *+/-10
18cm round @ R1100 *+/- 15
24cm round @ R1500 *+/- 25
Take note: This cake has no eggs or dairy products but contains sugar.
KINDLY TAKE NOTE THAT BECAUSE WE HAVE A VEGAN CAKE ON OUR CAKE
PRICE LIST, DOES NOT MEAN WE ARE A VEGAN BAKERY OR RESTAURANT.

3.

Polenta, lemon & almond cake
Deliciously different with a very interesting texture. It is not so sweet and
made mainly out of ground almonds and polenta. The lemon taste is
refreshingly prominent and the only thing this cake needs is a dollop of fresh
cream when serving. No decorations or trimmings, the cake is simply dusted
with icing sugar on top.
*Fresh cream not provided with the cake.
15cm round @ R390 *+/-10
24cm round @ R550 *15-20
Take note: This cake has no flour but contains sugar, eggs and dairy
products.

4.

Banting cheesecake
This is a baked cheesecake sweetened with xylitol, with a coconut and
ground almond crust, topped with a sour cream topping that contains
gelatine.
*You are welcome to ask us to top the cake with a selection of fresh seasonal
berries at no extra cost, if your diet allows you to have fruit.
15cm round @ R390 *+/-10
24cm round @ R550 *+/-15

Take note: This cake is sugar free and has no flour but contains eggs and
dairy products.

